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Some conference pics!

Maurice Makaay / May 03, 2008 11:58PM

Some conference pics!
Here a few pictures that were taken at the MySQL conference of the Phorum team in their natural stance. The "API
master" T-shirt was a surprise gift that Thomas brought for me. I really like it a lot. The backside says "Beware of
the API".
Q: Where can you find power sockets near chairs in a hotel?
A: Just find the Phorum team and you'll be within reach!

Maurice Makaay
Phorum Development Team
my blog linkedin profile secret sauce
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Mickael / May 04, 2008 09:04AM

Re: Some conference pics!
excellent !
thank's for these pictures. I see you have found a good place to work :)
Mickael
my Phorum

John Shallo / May 05, 2008 04:57AM

Re: Some conference pics!
You all look so busy! Should we start a "Caption" thread?
Brian: "We need another key".
Maurice: "The glare from the lobby lights is too much!"
Thomas: "No! It won't be in this version, you'll need to write your own Mod for it".
Maurice: "Did someone say Mod?"
Brian: "Deal News has some Mods"
Thomas: "No! Its not supported".
:)
All kidding aside, I hope you all had a great time. Its good to see everyone working one the best forum code
anywhere. (bows to the masters).

Maurice Makaay / May 05, 2008 06:55AM

Re: Some conference pics!
Haha, that gave me a good laugh. Fun way to wake up on monday. And yes, I get all hyper when someone
mentions "mod" ;-) Although ... didn't sleep at all because of the jet lag, but I did was in bed for a few hours,
pretending that I was asleep. I look forward to more captions. And just tell me if the pics aren't inspiring enough. I
might just have some more available on my harddisk.

Maurice Makaay
Phorum Development Team
my blog linkedin profile secret sauce

Thomas Seifert / May 05, 2008 09:10AM

Re: Some conference pics!
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Quote

JohnS
Brian: "We need another key".
Maurice: "The glare from the lobby lights is too much!"
Thomas: "No! It won't be in this version, you'll need to write your own Mod for it".
Maurice: "Did someone say Mod?"
Brian: "Deal News has some Mods"
Thomas: "No! Its not supported".

how did you know? =)

Thomas Seifert
Phorum Development Team / Mysnip-Solutions.de
Custom Phorum and general software development
worry-free Phorum Hosting
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